QUEER ABOUT EGGS !
in itself only a symbol, and might at a different date have had a
greater purchasing power had it been a Philippe de Commines.
When the common egg which .we have always taken as a matter
of course (eggs and bacon, an egg to your tea, an egg on your
haddock, and "scrambled eggs wUl do if you haven't got anything
else") was gradually sucked below the surface of life and seen no
more, and then in June, 1941, was rationed and welcomed on
its reappearance like the first rare blossom of Persephone overdue,
it symbolized all over England our first daily realization of some-
thing that money could no longer buy for us. The lack of eggs
felt somehow more complete and more exasperating than even the
scarcity of meat or the tiny dole of butter or oranges-and-lemons
as a beautiful legend as well as a child's game. For it occurred in
every class: men, women and children, in town and in the country,
slowly, day by day, became . . . queer about eggs.
They began to figure as rich gifts and courtship, bribes and
propitiation. By our new topsy-turvy set of values, if in 1942 a
box labelled "Eggs" should prove only to contain jewellery, we
were furious; but absolutely delighted if on the contrary, a Bond
Street jeweller's box registered and sealed should when opened
contain that better thing, a hen's egg or a duck's egg or a bantam's
egg, nestling in pink cotton-wool. Beauty and the Beast could be
re-written up-to-date with the two elder daughters saying as before:
"Bring us, dear Father, emeralds and rubies and a fur coat from
your travels." But Beauty, doing her bogus modest piece, plump-
ing just for a brown egg: "That's all I want, dear Daddy! * And
of course he could not find one anywhere, and the search led him
into the Beast's garden . . . The same search has led many of us
into a beast's garden; people are such beasts about eggs! And
do you remember the courtship of the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo ?
Just as in the first fine careless rapture of Freud, Greek Drama
was interpreted by light of his research into mental obscurities,
so can Edward Lear be read again nowadays with the stress laid
upon our present catering frenzies, and on the "Milk-white Hens of
Dorking" that belonged to Lady Jingly-Jones, which, the Yonghy
might well have thought a dowry beyond price, and the owner
of the hens worth'wooing with all the sob-stuff at his command:
On the Coast of Coromandel,
Shrimps and watercresses grow,
Prawns are plentiful and cheap,
Said the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo.
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